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POST CRITICAL HEAT FLUX (CHF) HEAT TRANSFER AND QUENCHING

This paper describes quantitatively new mechanisms in the post-CHF regime

which provide understanding and predictive capability for several current

two-phase forced convective heat transfer problems. These mechanisms are

important in predicting rod temperature turnaround and quenching during the

reflood phase of either a hypothetical loss-of-coolant accident (COCA) or the

FLECHT and Semiscale experiments. The mechanisms are also important to the

blowdown phase of a LOCA or the recent Loss-of-Fluid Test (LOFT) experiments

L2-2 and L2-3, which were 200% cold leg break transients. These LOFT

experiments experienced total core quenching in the early part of the blowdown

phase at high (1000 psia) pressures. The mechanisms are also important to

certain pressurized water reactor (PWR) operational transients where the

reactor may operate in the post-CHF regime for short periods of time.

Accurate prediction of the post-CHF heat transfer including core quench during

these transients is of prime importance to limit maximum cladding temperatures

and prevent cladding deformation.

To aid in the understanding of this study, both the results of LOFT

experiment L2-3 and the heat transfer surface concept are used. The L2-3 test

results and code predictions nave been covered by Grush et al. The heat

transfer surface concept has been previously discussed by Nelson and
2 'Sullivan 'J, but is briefly reviewed for completeness. The term "surface"

arises from the mathematical definition of a surface and in this case means
the heat flux is defined as

q = q (ATSAT, X, G, P, 0g, . . . . ) ,

i.e., convective heat flux is expressed as a function of wall superheat,
quality, mass flux, pressure, diameter, etc.

The surface concept is used to plot three dimensionally the heat flux as

a function of any two independent variables. For this study of the results of

L2-3, the wall superheat and quality are of prime importance and have



therefore been used in plotting. A typical heat transfer surface plot for the
4

blowdown heat transfer correlations in RELAP4/M0D6 is shown in Figure 1.
Within the heat transfer surface approach, the boiling curve is defined as the

variation of heat flux with respect to wall superheat with all other variables

held '"•constant. Thus, the^ heat transfer, surf ace shown in Figure;.;.]: can be\ Y",;;Y

thought of as a parametric study of the effect of qualityon the boil ing curve.

As discussed by Grush et. al. quenching in the L2-3 experiment Is

producted by a liquid slug (density wave) propagating through the core. How

the codes currently predict the quench is best understood by first denoting

the relative maxima and minima of the heat transfer surface shown in

Figure 1. The loci of these points are projected down onto the quality-wall

superheat plane and denoted as AT,,,,.- and A T . as shown in Figure 2.

Quenching is currently produced by the density wave (quality decrease)

reestablishing transition boiling (3q/3T < 0 ) . This change is shown by a

typical quenching path of L2-3 (point A to D) on Figure 2. In order to

successfully predict the L2-3 quench, the codes have had to move the AT .

line out (increase AT . ) such that the quality decrease produced by the

density wave crosses the AT . line.

The initial step in determining how quenches are really produced is to

realize that the heat transfer mechanisms that occur during the low quality

post-CHF regime have not previously been well understood.

Figure 3 is a plot of heat flux vs. equilibrium quality corresponding to a

constant wall temperature (isothermal) line in the film boiling (3q/3T > 0)
w

region from Figure 2. This dashed line represents the trend of current film

boiling correlations. The solid line in Figure 3 represents a synthesized low

quality film boiling effect based on the work of Iloeje ,

Dougall-Rohsenow , and Ragheb et,. al. Recent data taken by
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Barnard et. al. and Fung et. al. supports the synthesized low quality

effect in film boiling. It is this low quality effect in film boiling which

improves heat transfer and initiates quenching as a density wave (quality

decrease) propagates through the core. As the wall temperature decreases due

to this improved heat transfer, the interfacial temperature" between the wall



material and the fluid reaches the homogeneous nucleation

temperature of

reestablished.

11temperature of the fluid and transition boiling (3q/3T < 0) is
W

.These ..two mechanisms are shown ..pic tori ally in Figure 4 which replaces the:

original AT m. of Figure 2 with two minima, the X_. loci are'those
I I I 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 - • - ' ,"•'"""

points determined from results presented typically as Figure 3 where wall

temperature is varied. It denotes when aq/3X changes sign. This line: is

controlled primarily by the hydraulic conditions within the channel. The

ATg mp-et ^0C1 represents the wall temperature below which liquid may

contact the wall generally (macroscopically) and below which transition

boiling (3q/3T < 0) occurs. This line is controlled primarily by wall

material properties and thermodynamic effects. Also shown on Figure 4 is a

typical quenching path of a point on the fuel rod clad for L2-3 (point A to

E ) . As quality decreases from point A due to the density wave propagating

through the core, the heat flux begins improving as X . is crossed. At

some point 3 the convective heat out the fuel rod ciad exceeds the heat

transmitted through the gap and cooling begins. At point C the interfacial

temperature drops below the homogeneous nucleation temperature and transition

boiling is reestablished. Cooling continues, until a return to nucleate

boiling is established at point 0.

In summary, it is the low quality effect on film boiling that initiates

the quench in L2-3 and is produced by the slug of water that propagates

through the core during blowdown. Integration of this mechanism with the

explanation of how codes currently quench L2-3, as shown in Figures 2 and 4,

reveals that wnile the codes may currently calculate the quenches well, they

do so for the wrong reasons. This low quality effect on film boiling also

initiates the high temperature quenches during reflood and is produced by the

decrease in quality resulting from entrained liquid. This effect will also be

the controlling mechanism when dryout occurs during operational transients,

since a low quality mixture will exist within the core. The new mechanisms

explain several other problems in two-phase flow boiling heat transfer which

are discussed. Among these are how minimum wall superheats greater than the

homogeneous nucleation limit can result and how thermal and hydraulically

controlled minimum wall superheats result.
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Figure 1. RELAP4/M0D6 blowdown heat transfer surface.
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Figure 2. Loci of current maxima and minima of heat flux with respect to quality and superheat.
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Figure 3. Synthesized quality affect on film boiling.
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Figure 4. Loci of maxima and minima of heat flux with respect to quality and wall superheat showing
effect of new mechanisms.
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Figure 2. Loci of current maxima and minima of heat flux with respect to quality and superheat.
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Figure 3. Synthesized quality affect on film boiling.
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Figure 4 Loci of maxima and minima of heat flux with respect to quality and wall superheat showing
effect of new mechanisms.


